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其次，独立针对类型一阶语言的 Horn 子集定义了 G?del 语言核心部分的语
法，在此基础上，给出了解释（或称赋值）的一般定义，讨论了在合理的解释下
类型合式公式的真值判别法，并由此建立带类型的一阶逻辑系统的模型； 
第三，利用类型一阶语言的 Herbrand 模型探讨了 G?del 程序的形式化说明
性语义，最终得出结论为最小 Herbrand 模型 MP可以作为程序P的形式语义，其















































Logic programming is a declarative programming paradigm, which can help the 
programmers to express their thoughts and ideas in high level of abstractions. Ideally, logic 
programming separates a program into logic component and control component. The logic 
component of a program is about “what-to-do”, which is concerned with the particular 
problem to be computed and the relationships inside, and the control component of a 
program is about “how-to-do”, which is responsible by the interpreter or the compiler but 
not the programmer himself. A logic program is viewed as a set of formulas, and one can 
reason about its correctness without any reference to the underlying computational 
mechanism. This makes declarative programs easier to understand and to develop. The 
advantage of logic programming paradigm is quite attractive with suitable logic 
programming language. Undoubtedly, Prolog has proved to be a great success in a wide 
variety of application areas, especially in Artificial Intelligence. Based on a subset of 
first-order logic, Prolog is the most important and attractive LP language. However, since 
Prolog was designed at the birth of logic programming, the limitations and shortcomings of 
Prolog were recognized by many researchers. Prolog lacks mechanisms for structuring 
programs and has no type facilities. Furthermore, Prolog’s semantics is not at all satisfactory, 
and it is suffered from control mechanism which is not easy to master.  
No one single programming language proposal emerged yet that could be seen as a 
natural successor to Prolog in which the above shortcomings are properly taken care of. One 
of the languages that come closest to this ideal is Gödel. Being a successor of Prolog to 
overcome the problems of Prolog, Gödel is a declarative, general-purpose programming 
language in the family of logic programming languages, with particular emphasis on 
improving the declarative semantics compared with Prolog. Gödel manages to blend Prolog 
with strong typing, parametric polymorphism, and modularization, while increasing the 















makes some naive programs far more efficient. And it has more consistent search-pruning 
operators. However, the research of Gödel and the development of its compiler are still in 
slow progress, since it is a much more complex language. What’s more, the techniques and 
methods for imperative programming language is no longer suitable for logic programming 
language with recursive and declarative characteristics. And those compiling techniques and 
methods for untyped Prolog can’t be transported to strongly typed one. Thus we develop the 
theory of typed first order logic in order to found the theoretical basis of Gödel, and carry 
out the research works on describing the declarative semantics and procedural semantics of 
Gödel.  
Traditionally, first order logic language is untyped, which is difficult to express the 
semantics of typed logic programs. We introduce parametric polymorphism into the first 
order logic language, and establish the theory of typed first order logic, which is used to 
describe the declarative and procedural semantics for Gödel programs and to carry out the 
development of Gödel compiler.  
The main works and contributions of the thesis are as follows: 
(1) We propose the typed first order logic language with many-sorted polymorphism and 
its complete definition of syntax and semantics. And the ratiocinate rules for the typed first 
order logic language are established.  
(2) On the basis of the Horn subset of typed first-order language, we define the syntax of 
core Gödel, and the general definition of interpretation (or assignment ), and then the truth 
value of the typed well- formed formula based on reasonable  interpretation is discussed. 
Thus the model of typed first order logic system is established.  
(3) The formal declarative semantics of Gödel program is discussed through the 
Herbrand model of typed first-order language. And we prove that conclusion that the least 
Herbrand model MP of a Gödel program P  can be viewed as the formal semantics of P on 
the fact that the construction of MP is all the ground typed atomic logical consequences of 
the program P.  















constructors, structural types and type variables, and we discuss the partial relationship and 
compatibility between types, to solve the type assignment of each entities. And we propose 
the algorithms for type checking and type referring.  
(5) We define the procedural semantics of commit operators in Gödel, and the flexible 
computation rules according to pruning operators and delay declarations.  
(6) Finally, on the basis of unification and SLD-resolution, we design the computation 
rules and search strategies for controlling mechanism of logic programming language.  
The theory of typed first order logic system is the basis of the description of the 
declarative semantics and procedural semantics of logic programs. With the refinement of 
Gödel compiler, Gödel might be paid more attentions on and the advantages of the language 
will be exposed, which we believe shall prove to be an immensely powerful and useful 
language for general programming. 
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规模程序设计的需要。迄今为止，还没有出现一个 LP 语言能完全克服 Prolog 的缺憾，
最接近理想的语言之一是多态多类 LP 语言 G?del[3，4]。它是 Prolog 的后继，建立在多
态多类的一阶逻辑基础之上，增加了类型、模块、延迟计算、多种剪枝操作等新的语言
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